REVIEW COURSES FOR PROFESSIONAL REGISTERED/PRACTICAL NURSE STUDENTS TAKING THE NCLEX EXAMINATION

ATI NURSING COMPREHENSION REVIEW
11161 OVERBROOK RD
LEAWOOD, KS 66221
1800 667 7531
PRESS OPTION 2
www.atitesting.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

BETHSAIDA L CAMPOS MSN RN
20 CADILLAC DR
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
908 910 7664
ed18beth@yahoo.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

MARGART M CERRUTI BSN RN
9616 HILSPACH ST
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19115
215 919 2378
maggiecer@aol.com
APPROVED FOR LPN ONLY

FEUER NURSING REVIEW
217 E 78th ST
NEW YORK, NY 10021
212 679 2300
pass@FeuerNursingReview.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

EVA VERONICA HENRY MSN RN FNP
1 RUNYON AVE
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
908 432 7864
evahenryrn@hotmail.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

HUMANE CONCEPTS HEALTHCARE
EMMANUEL ADESINA BSN RN
1767 MORRIS AVE., UNION, NJ 07083
908 688 8184
humaneconcepts@comcast.net
APPROVED FOR LPN ONLY

HURST REVIEW SERVICES
STEVE PRICE
127 S RAILROAD AVE
BROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
601 249 6902
steve.price@HurstreView.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

KAPLAN TEST PREP
1 800 527 8378
www.kaplan.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

NCSBN LEARNING EXTENSIONS
111 E WACKER DR SUITE 2900
CHICAGO, IL 60601
312 525 3749
www.LearningExt.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

ARIEL NERI BSN RN
28 OAKLEY DR
KENDALL PARK, NJ 08824
917 544 8899
ariel.neri@yahoo.com
APPROVED FOR LPN ONLY

NURSE THINK
LINDA HOUSEAL MSN RN ACNP
ANN MAY CENTER FOR NURSING
1350 CAMPUS PKWY
NEPTUNE, NJ 07753
732 533 7900
linda.houseal@mac.com
APPROVED FOR RN ONLY

RACHEL MADRID-OLIVEROS MSN RN CCRN
525 ASHWOOD RD
SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
973 885 2196
racholiveros525@gmail.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN
READYTOPASS
RHONDA GUMBS-SAVAIN MSN
300 HEMPSTEAD TPK
WEST HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
516 408 3696
www.ReadyToPass.com
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

RN IN THE HOUSE
KATHLEEN MULCAHEY MSN RN
122 E COULTER AVE
COLLINGSWOOD, NJ 08108
856 8330556
RNinTheHouse@verizon.net
APPROVED FOR RN & LPN

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
PO BOX
BROOKLINGS, SD 57007
605 688 5745
http://learn.sdstate.edu/nursing
APPROVED FOR RN ONLY